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Instrument Panel Light For Homebuilts

light surrounding the face of each in- strument. After making the instrument panel, a. 3/16"" Plexiglas overlay is made, taking care that all cutouts exactly match ... 
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INSTRUMENT PANEL UGHT FOR HOMEBUILTS By Glynn L. Harris (EAA 21926) 2450 Louisiana Beaumont, TX 77702 In the search for good instrument panel lighting, I have evolved a system for my own aircraft that may be of interest to other homebuilders. Most systems are well known for their complexity as well as poor performance in actually lighting the instruments. After trying various solutions, I have constructed what, to me, is the simplest and best instrument lighting that I have seen. This is basically an edge lighted panel overlay that creates a halo of red light surrounding the face of each instrument. After making the instrument panel, a 3/16"" Plexiglas overlay is made, taking care that all cutouts exactly match the instrument locations. Of course, if the panel and the overlay are made at the same time, this process is simplified. Once the overlay is made, polish the



edge of the cutouts, so that as much light as possible can exit. See Figure I.



Next, turn the Plexiglas over to it's back side, and with a Dremel hand held router, rout out the locations of the bulbs and the wire raceways, as shown in Figure 2. The bulbs are 12 V "grain-of-wheat"" bulbs and can be purchased at an electronics supply shop for around two for $1.00. It is almost impossible to buy these bulbs in anything except white, so I also obtained a small bottle of bulb coloring (red) at the electronics house and dipped my bulbs, letting them dry overnight. The routing for the bulb locations will be deep, almost through the Plexiglas, but if you are going to face the panel, as I did, it doesn't matter if you go through. Then rout out the raceways. These can be shallow, as the wires on these bulbs are very tiny. CAUTION: Be sure to test each bulb as it is soldered into the system, because once they are epoxied into place, it will be too late. I laid each bulb in its proper place, checked with a battery and when I had three bulbs done, epoxied them into



place before proceeding to the next three. I used clear 5 minute epoxy to hold all bulbs and wiring in place in the routed Plexiglas. Since these bulbs last for many hours in normal use, they should last for the life of most homebuilts. Once all of the lights and wiring are in place, tape the edges of all cutouts to protect them from paint. Now paint both sides of the Plexiglas with white paint, so that all the light possible may be reflected to the edges. After the paint is dry and the tape has been removed, the face side may be finished as desired.



I covered mine with a "cabinet face grade"" of formica in a wood grain finish. Cabinet face grade is very thin and very light. The face could be painted, although if your routing has pierced the face, then some cover material will be necessaray. You will probably need a dimmer switch, as I found that the lighting was so bright that it had to be dimmed.
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instrument panel - CapHector 

Door Lock Control. Reinforcement. Instrument Panel. No. 2 Speaker Panel. Glove Compartment Door. Front Pillar. Garnish. Cowl Side Trim. Board. Front Door.
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Instrument Panel Design - Size 

1. Any given instrument should be easy to find and identify. 2. The most important and frequently used instru- ments should have the most favorable position with.
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Forminq Instrument Panel Overlays 

softens when heated, and hardens when cooled. This process is repetitive, within limits, and the material will soften each time it is heated above a certain point.
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Instrument Panel Design 

English air speed indicators, etc.) on the centerline of .... root wouldn't be a good place for the air speed indicator. If you're still ... FOOD FOR THOUGHT .
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Upgrade That Instrument Panel, 

outside air temperature are measurec by sensors ... There are just three simple qualifica tions that are .... due to poor temperature control and the possibility of an ...
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Hydraulics for Homebuilts 

ideas in simplifying the manufacture and assembly of the strut. We built the prototype ... when good welding practices are not followed. The outer cylinder that ...
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Hydraulics for Homebuilts - Size 

or the old reliable shock-cord system. ... with greater shock loads on landing, it became less desir- ... The inner cylinder slides inside the outer tube, and is.
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Engine Instrument System (EIS) Primary Panel - PDFHALL.COM 

Note: Failure of a fuel flow input signal to the primary EIS panel will cause the affected ... Illuminated (amber) â€“ related engine oil pressure is at or below the red radial. 3 .... consists of a high pressure compressor and a high pressure turbin
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Snap-on's Hints For Homebuilts 

By JOHN AMMETER .... shaky) or place a large piece of wood over the aluminum. Personally, I prefer the use of wood over flesh; so does my wife and dog, less ...
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buick rendezvous owners manual instrument panel dbid 12j7p 
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mx instrument panel box nomenclature - Axel VINCENT-RANDONNIER 

PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL. DWG. NO. Rev. Assembly. Number. SCALE: 1:1. Fixturing. Part Name: mx instrument panel box. Project: Paramount MX.
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buick rendezvous owners manual instrument panel dbid h7q4 
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Engine Instrument System (EIS) Primary Panel - Flight School Air First 

Boeing B737CL - Systems Summary [Fire Protection] .... Displays total air temperature in degrees C. ... Hydraulic System Pressure and Quantity Indications.
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EAA Technical Counselor: Instrument Panel Do's and Don'ts 

Now that you've decided what you can afford, you've ... com, or to consult any of the professional panel building .... tighten up the spacing on the breakers.
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Call for Panel Proposals 2019 

15 sept. 2018 - Call for Panel Proposals 2019. Founded ... 2. suggérer le nombre de conférences prévues lors de la table ronde (le maximum étant sept, mais.
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T Foot for Panel 90261 

REMARQUE IMPORTANTE : â€¢ Placer toutes les piÃ¨ces contrecollÃ©es sur une surface propre et lisse, comme de la moquette ou un tapis, pour Ã©viter qu'elles soient Ã©raflÃ©es. â€¢ S'assurer d'Ãªtre en possession de toutes les piÃ¨ces et de toute la qu
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Best Ambient Light Panel Installation Sheet - BEST Range Hoods 

NOTE: If need be, use a rubber dishwashing glove to add grip when removing the bulb. For details on cleaning, see instructions included with insert or power ...
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Dynamic Instrument 

capsule shall be VLM Type B. The polar pattern of the microphone shall be hypercardioid. The ... If the mic is placed closer to the edge of the speaker, you will.
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instrument cluster 

2006 MINI Cooper S. 2002-05 ACCESSORIES & EQUIPMENT Instruments - Repair Instructions - Cooper (1.6L) R50/W10 & Cooper S. Microsoft ...
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Dynamic Instrument 

and is equipped with a VLMâ„¢ (Very Low Mass) diaphragm for natural, accurate sound reproduction. The D2 is lightweight, compact and easy to position. With.
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instrument mathematique instrument de calcul ... AWS 

may plan an incredibly laborious task in toa simple, simple to perform task. Instrument Mathematique Instrument De Calcul Instrument De Geometrie Instrument De Numeration Boulier Regle. A Calcul Regle De Golomb are a great way to achieve information 
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Propellers for Light Aircraft - Size 

Propellers For Light Aircraft. By Georges Jacquemin, EAA 3618. Reprinted in part from the magazine CANADIAN AVIATION. For engines of 40 hp and up, ...
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Propellers for Light Aircraft - PDFHALL.COM 

GRAIN: Direction of face groin to lost dimension. PRICE EXTRAS: For quantities less than 5 sheets, add $2.00 per shipment for bundling. ON ORDERS OF 25 ...
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Landing Gears for Light Aircraft 

simplicity. It consisted of a steel tube passed through the fuselage and held to it by shock cords wound around the lower longeron and the tube. Side loads as ...
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